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We prove that to every positive integer n there exists a positive integer h such that the 
following holds: If S is a set of h elements and f a mapping of the pow+:r set 13 of S into b such 
that f(T) E T for all TE ‘@, then there exists a strictly increasing sequence TI c - - - c T,, oi’ 
subsets of S such that one of the following three :~ssibilities holds: (a) all sets flITi), i = 
1 ,.. .,n,are equal; (b) for all i=l,..., n, we have f(Ti) = Ti; (c) F =f(Ti+l) for all i = 
1 ,-*.I n-l. This theorem generalizes theorems of the author, Rado, and Leeb. It has 
applications for subtrees in power sets. 
1. Notations aard debitions 
The sign (= (resp. C) denotes set in&sion in the strict (resp. wide) sense. For a 
set S and a nonnegative integer k, the set of all k-element subsets of S is denoted 
with [S]“ and the power set of S with g(S). We use the symbol N for the set of 
positive integers. For n EIV we abbreviate w({O, . . . , n - 1)) = : q(n). If x0, . . . , x,, 
are nonnegative integers, the notation {x0, . . . F x,,}< (of ErdSs and Ratdo) denotes 
the set whose elements are x0,, . . . , x,, and, at the same time, indicates that 
X0<’ - ‘C&. 
Let 2 be a set of sets which contains with a set T also all subsets of T. Then a 
mapping f : 3 + 3E is called contructiue (or a ke& function) if f(X) c X holds for 
all XIZ~. 
If in addition we have f(X) c X for all nonvoid X E Z, then f is called regressing 
(or strictly contractiue). 
The iterates of f (= : f’) are denoted in the usual manner: f”“‘(X): = f(j”(X)) 
for n&d. 
A chain of J is a subset B E x such that for any two sets A, B E B, at least one 
of the relations A E B, B E A is valid. Th& cardinality jgl is also called the length 
of the chain 8. 
If f is a contractive mapping on Z and r EN, then a regressive chain of length r 
(of f) is a set cf(X), f(X), . . . , f(X)}, with XE 5. 
A fix chain (of f) is a chain 8 E 3 such thiat f(X) = X for all XEFE), and a 
constant chain (of f) is a chain B such that all sets f(X), XE B, are. equal. 
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The case where If(X)1 = 1 for all nonvoid XE x corresponds to the concept of 
choice function. 
In 1964 I proved (see [2B: 
(I) Given n EN, there is a number h*(n) EN such that the following holds: If f is 
a choice furu-tion on the power set B(S) of a set S with ISI2 hi(n), then there exists 
Y cbnstunt chain off o-f length n. 
I proved [2, Satz 2.2) that the least such number hi(n) is >2”-‘. and Perry [7] 
proved that it is =2”-‘. Another proof of this was given by Kleitman and Lewin 
E6]. 
Rado gave the followilrrg two generalizations of (I): 
(II) G&n positive inteps n and j, there is a positive integer ha(n, j) such that the 
following holds: If S is a set of hz(:n, j) elements, and if f(X), for every subset X of 
S, is a subset of X having at nwst j elements, then there dways are subsets 
X0,..., X, of S such rhat X0 c ~ - . t X, a.nd f(X,) = . . L = f(X,,,). 
(III) Given n E there rb a positive integer h3(n) such that the following statement 
holds : If S is a set of h3(n) elements, and if f(X), for every subset X of S, is a subset 
of X, then there always are sub.set,r X,, . . . , & of S such tht X,, c - . - c X;, and 
fKJrfCX,)E ’ -C-fmJ 
Later Klaus Leeb announced a generalization of (III), namely: 
(IV) Given n EN, ihere is a positive integer h,(n) such that for every contra&e 
mapping f 012 rhe power set ‘@(XJ of a h4(n)-element set X there is a strictly 
ascending n-chain of .mbs~ts of X which by any power fk off is taken to a weakly 
ascending chain. 
Our main theorem (Theorem 3) generalizes all these theorems. Other generali- 
zations of ((I) were given in [9,11], and for the infinite case, in [3,4]. 
By the way, theorems like (I) or (II) form a counterpart to the theorems on the 
existence of systems of di&nct representatives. In the latter case a system of 
representatives is sought such that many of them are different. In the case of (I) a 
system of representatives is given, and it is to be proved that many of them are 
equal. 
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3. Main part 
In order to prove our main theorem (Theorem 3) we reduce the general case to 
a special one which can be treated in an easier manner. For this purpose we 
generalize the concept “spezielle Auswahlfunktion” of [2, p. 201. 
Definition 1. If A, B are finite subsets of N satisfying A c B, we define the 
position p(A, B) of A in B as follows: If A = fi we put p(A, B) : =@ If A # 8, s#ay 
A ={a,, . . . , &, then there is a uniquely defined bijection cp of B onto the 
initial segment (1, . . . , IBI) of N which preserves the order < of natural numbers. 
We put Xi: =g(ai) for i = :I., . . . , k, and define p(A, B):={xl,. , . , xk}. 
Now let @ be a nonvoid Fet consisting of finite subsets of N such that B E (5 and 
A s B implies A E E. If the set {]BI : B E @} is bounded, it is an initial segment 
D={O,..., n} with n EN U {0}, otherwise we put D: = N lJ{O). We call a contrac- 
tive mapping f :a --, @ special if, given any c ED, for all TE@ with ITI = r the 
position of f(T) in T is the same, hence only depending from t, so that we can 
define the position function 7r of f on D by n(t):= p(f(‘l?, T) for TE@, ITI = 
tED. 
For the reduction lemma we need Ramsey’s theorlem which we state as follows: 
Lemma 1. Given positive integers c, k, n, there is u least natural number r = 
r(c, k, n) such that the following holds: If S is a sl:t of r elements and if [Slk is 
divided into c classes, then there exists an n-element subset T of S such chat CT]’ is 
a subset of one of the c classes. 
If U is an infinite set and [LJlk is divided into c classes, than there exists un 
infinite subset T c_ U such that [;rlk is a subset of one of the c classes. 
Now we apply the idea which was used in the proof of [2, Satz 3.13 to obtain 
the following reduction lemma: 
Lemma 2. Given n ERI, let m = m(n) be a natural nlc;mber 3 
r(22, 2, r(23, 3, r(24, 4, r(. . . , r(2”, n, n))) l - * )), then the following holds: If M = 
UP.., m} and if f:@(M),+@(M) is a contractive mapping, then there exists a 
subset S EM with ISI = n sl.4Nch t at the restriction off to ‘$(S) is u special contractive 
mapping. 
of. We divide [My imo four subsets A,:. AZ, A3, A4, where Al (resp. 
AZ, Afr A4) contains all ithose 2-element subsets {a, b}< of M, for which 
f(h bH=fl (rev. {al, PI, L , i’a b}). According to Lemma 1 there exists a subset 
M;! E M of cardinality r(23., 3, r(24, 4, . . . , r(2”, n, n))) * * - )) such that [Np,]* is a 
subse:t of one of the classes Al, . . . , A4. 
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Successively we construct sets M = : Ml 2 Illr, 2 * * - 2 M, as follows. Let i be a 
natural number <n fm wh5c:h the set Mi is already defined as a subset of M 
satisfying lMil= r(2i+1, ii- I, r(2’+*, i + 2, r(, . . ,, r(2”, n, n)) * l * )), such that for all 
sets UE[M~~ the sets f(U) have the same position in U; there are 2’ possible 
positions, as many as subsets of an i-‘e&ement set. 
Now we divide the set [M:]“’ in 2ii”‘1 classes such that for all T in the same 
class the position of f(T) in T is the same. Because of Lemma 1, there exists a 
subset Mi+i E Mi of cardinality r(2i+2, i i-2, r(. . . , Q”, n, PI)) - - *)) such that for all 
UE [M+,l’+’ the sets f( U> have the same position in U. After n - 1 steps we 
arrive at a set S : = M, with ISI = n such that the restriction of f to p(S) is special. 
For the case of special mappings now we prove: 
1. L.et t3 be the set of all finiite subsets of N and f : @ * 6 a special 
contractive mapping. Then there is an infinite jkc chain, or for every r E N there is a 
regressive chain of length r or a constant chain of length r. 
Proof. According to Definition 1 the special mapping f is determined by its 
wsition function n: We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: There is an infinite subset W CN such that Iv(t)) = t for every t E W. 
For the sets TE (3 with ITI E W we then h.ave f(T) = T. Thus the sets Mw : = 
{I,. . . , w} with w E W form an infinite fix chain. 
Case 2. There exists a number u EN such that Iv(t)1 < t for all natural numbers 
t a u. We split Case 2 into two subcases: 
Case 2(a): (7r(t)/ --*a for t + 03. That means that for every n EN there is a 
number g(n) E N1 such that IT(t)! z=n for t 3 g(n) of N. Then every set TE@ with 
1TI ’ g(g(* * l g(u)) - - * 1) = g’W evidently has the property that the sets 
f(T), P(T), * * * f f(T) form a strictly decreasing set secptence and thus a regressive 
chain of lenght r. 
Case 2(b): ‘there exists a number b EN and an infinite subset U EN such that 
la(t)jC b for all t E U. Then there also is an infinite set XEN such that for all 
x E X we have Iv(x)1 = q!, where q is a fixed nonnegative integer <b. The case 
q = 0 is trivial. It would give an infinite constant chain. So we may assume q > 0. 
To every x E X we ascribe a (q + 1)-vector v(x) = (x,, . . . , xq+J as follows. Let 
r(x) = Is,, . . . , s,},. Then v(x) is defined ‘to be the vector of the lengths of the 
pieces into which T(X) partitions the intervral [0, x]: 
v(x)=(x1,. . . ,x4+1):=(s*,s*-S&3-S*, . . . , sa-+1,x-SJ. 
Hence we have 
7r(x)-(x1,x,-t* ,._.., x,+*.*+x,) forxEX. (0) 
ow we introduce a partial order in tine set {v(x): x E Xj as follows: If x’, X”E X 
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u(.x’)Su(x”) if x;Cxli) for all i=l,..., q+l. 
Then one can prove: 
There exists an ir$nite subset YE X such that .fw all x’, JC”E Y with 
X’SX”, the relation u(x’)~u(x”) is ualid. (1) 
To verify (1) one can apply a theorem of Higman [S, 4.37. Also (1) can be 
derived from Enig’s infinity lemma. Using an idea of J3ernd Voigt, (1) can be 
proved via Ramsey’s theoirem: 
For iE{O,. . . , q + 1) we define a relation Ri on X as follows: Let x’, xr’ be 
elements of X with X‘ < x”. We put x’&,x” if XL< xz for all u = 1, . . . , q + 1. :If 
x’ R0 x” does not hold, there is a first index i E { 1 ,....,q+l}withxI>xyandthen 
we put x’ Hi x”. The relations Ri, i E (0, . . . , q + I), define an edge coloring of the 
complete graph whose vertices are the numbers x E X with q + 2 colors. According 
to Ramsey’s theorem there is a monochromatic infinite complete subgraph. The 
set of its vertices shall be ‘Y. It fulfils (1) because the color of it can only be that 
one which corresponds to Ro. 
Now, given r~ N, we can construct a constant chain of length r. Let 
{y(l), . . . , ytr)}< be the set of the first r elements of Y, and let ~(y”‘) = 
0 r, . . . , t,}<. Recall that vl:y”‘) = (y:i’, . . . , y$,) for i o 11: . . . , r}. As a consequ- 
ence of (0) and (1) we have t,,~=yy’y” for v~{l,. . .,q) and iE{l,. . .,r}. Further 
there holds t,, C ttl - yti, -i- 1 for v E (1, . . . , q - l] and i E (1, . . . , r}. Indeed, this 
is equivalent to y’,‘il G fy+1 - t, = ytil which is valid because of (1). So we have 
t,-yy:“~tt,<t*-Y~)+1~t2<r3-y(;L)+1 
s ts * .‘ct,,-yg’+lat~<y”‘-y~~l+l:cy”‘. 
Thus for iE{l,..., r} we can define lkl, to be the set containing all 
y:” integers from tl - yy’ + 1 until ti (both included) and all 
y$’ integers from t2- y$‘+ 1 until f2 (both included) and all 
* . 
. 
yt’ integers from i& - y$‘+ 1 until tq (both included) and all 
yl;‘j.i integers from y”‘- y$i, -I- 1 until y”’ (both included). 
Then Mi contains C (y’;“: u = 1, . . . , q + 1) = yCi) elements. Now we consider the 
position (see Definition 1) p[f((Mi), Mi) of f(Mi) in Mi. According to the construe. 
Con of 7r and because of (0) we have 
p(f(kQ, Q) = 7T(lnr-,I) =Ir(y”‘) = (y:“, y:“+ y:“, . . . , \$I+* * * + yg. 
That means that ,“{Mi) contains the (y:“)th, the ( y’;” + y’;“)th, . . . , and the (Y’? f 
- 0 - + yt’)th element of Mi. Hence we obtain f(Mi) = (ti, . . . , tq). SO al] sets f( 
i E(1,. . . , r}, are equal. 
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As a, consequence of (1) there further holds y’,“Syf’G * . . s y’,” for p E 
{ 1, . . ,, , q + 1). Accord.ing to the construction of the sets MI, . . . , Ad, this yields 
MI= * * . c M,, and thus the sets MI, . . . , M, form a constant chain of length r. 
Rema&. Despite the fact that in (1) the set Y is infinite, the statement of 
Theorelm 1 cannot be sharpened so that there always exists an infinite chain of @ 
*which is fix, regressive, or constant. A simple counter-example is given by the 
mapping f : 65 + (35 which maps every nonvoid 7’ E IE to the set containing only the 
greatest element of T. 
Starting from Theorem 1 we now can prove our main theorem for the case 
where f is a special contractive mapping. To this; end we only need apply a 
well-known compactness proposition which was allro used in similar considera- 
tiorls @y White [ll] and Rado 191, Lemma 2. 
Threorem 2. Given n EN, there is a number h.*(n) E N such that the following holds: 
Zf g is a special contra&e mapping on V(h*(n)), then there xists a chain of length 
n which is fix, constant, or regressive. 
IWof. Assume that the statement is false. Then there exists a number n* EN such 
that for every k E N there is a special contractive mapping fk on q(k) such that 
there is no chain of length n* which is fuc, ronstant, or regressive for fk. 
Vi% enumerate the set @ of all finite subsets of ,!+I in a sequence of type 
o;e={Fi: ir:lV). 
There is an infinite set of indices i, say NI, such that all sets fk(t;l), k E IV,, are 
equal. Further there exists an infinite subset N*E N1 such that all sets fk(F2), 
k E NzF are equal, and so on. Now we define a mapping f : @ + @ as follows. For 
i E N Let f( Fi) be the common value fk (Fi) for k E Ni. men f is a special 
conrractive mapping on @ since the mappings fk have the same property. Further 
we see: 
7’here is no chain of bngth n* which is jii, constant, or regressive (*) 
_for f. 
Otherwise such a chain would have the corresponding property also for one of 
the mappings fk lwhich gives a contradiction. So (2) wror.ld be valid. But since (2) 
‘contradicts Theorem 1 our assumption was false. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is 
accomplished. 
Toglether with the reduction lemma, Theorem 2. now Jields immediately our 
main theorem. 
3. Given n EN, there is a number h(n) EN such that the following holds: 
Zf S is a set of h(n) elements and if f :‘@(S) --, ‘@(S) is a contractive mapping, then 
there exists an n-element chain of ‘@B(S) which is constant, fix, or regressive. 
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CoroUary. If S is a set of h(n) elements and if f : q(S) + v(S) is regressing, then 
there is an n-element chailn of ‘$(S) which is constant or regressive. 
Remark. It is clear tM Theorem 3 contains (IV) and (III). In [S], Rado derived 
(II) from (III). NQW (1;I) is also an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. If in (11) 
we take hz(n, j) = h(k), where k = maxfi +2, n}, the statement of (II) follows, 
since according to Theorem 3 there is a chain of length k aj +2 which is fix, 
regressive, or constant, and the first two possibilities can be excluded because of 
the meaning of j. 
4. Applicdions to subtrees of power sets 
In this section n always denotes a natural number and S a set having n 
elements. 
De&&ion 2. A partially ordered set (Z, s) with 8: c Q(S) shall be called a subtree 
of ‘Q(S), if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The partial order relation .‘-_ -C of 8: is a subset of the relation c on q(S). 
(b) For every TEE the subset of all predecessors of T in (a, s) is totally 
ordered. 
(c) (Z, S) is connected, which means that the comparability graph of (E, 6) is 
connected. 
If in addition Z=‘@(S) holds, then (E, 6) shall be called a full subfree of V(S). 
If we replace v(S) by ‘@‘(S):=@(S)\{fl}, we obtain the concept ‘subtree’ of 
VW 
A connection between contractive mappings and subtrees is given in the 
following simple statement: 
Lemma 3. Let f:~(S)+~(S) b e a contractive mapping. FOF sets A, B E@(S) we 
put A G B, if A = B or A = fk(B) for some k E N. Then s gives a partial order on 
‘$(S) satisfying (a) and (b). 
If in addition f is regressing, then (c) is also satisfied, and thus (g(S), *G) is a full 
subtree of q(S). 
The following lemma is perhaps well known: 
A nonvoid subtree (XT, s) of w(S) has a least element L. Every TEE 
has exactly one immediate ( c ) -predecessor. 
Take a set L EE with min’ Ial cardinality. Given TE Z with ‘F+ E, it 
from (c) that there is a sequence L = Al, AZ, . . . , A:, = T such t 
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every iE{l,..., k - 1) the set ,4i is (<)-comparable with A,+l. Let k be chosen 
least possible. Then we have Ai s Ai+1 for i = 1, . . . , k -- 1 (and thus .L < T). 
Otherwise there is a first number i E { 1, . . . , k - 1) with Aj+l< Aj. Togethler with 
.L d Ai and (b) this gives that L and Ai+1 are comparable, hence L GA~+~, and k 
would not be minimal. The rest is evident. 
Theorem 4. Given n EN, there is a number h(n) EN such that the following hoI&: 
If M is a set of h(n) elements arti if (E, a) is a full subtree of’@(M), then thlere is a 
chain of subsets S, c S2 c * - - c S, G M such that one of the following E\YO conditions 
is f u&Ned : 
(1) Si is the immediate predecessor of Si+l in (X, s) for i == 1, . . . , n - 1. 
(2) There is a set TESE such that all sets Si, i = 1,. . . , n, are immediate succes- 
sors of T in (SE, s). 
?rc& For $9 f T c: M let f(T) be the immediate predecessor of T in (%, ZE), and 
put f($$b = $I. Then f is a regressing mapping on @(A/I), and our statement follows 
from the corollary to Theorem 3. 
Ddidth 3. A tree partition of W(S) is a set of subtrees (Xi, d i), i E I, cd @‘(S) 
such that the sets Ei, i E I, are pairwise disjoint and IJ{& : i E 19 z@‘(S). 
1Remark. A tree partition of Q’(S) contains at least n = ISI trees. For every tree of 
the partition contains at most one of the one-element subsets of S as follows from 
Lemma 4. 
In this connection we obtain a theorem on tree partitions. For the function h of 
Theorem 3 and its corollary we now have: 
a[bcorenr 5. Given n EN, we have: If M is a set C$ t = h(n + 2) elements anb if 
(I&, s {), i E I; is a tree partition of W(M) with II! = t, then there is an index ,i E I so 
that there are sets St, . . . , S,,,, EBi satisfying S1 C. * = c Sn+l such that one of the 
fobwing two statements is valid: 
(1) For every vE{l, . . . , n), S, is an immediate predecessor f S,,, I in (Ti, sg i). 
(2) There ,is a set T E Zi such that T is an immediarr predecessor in (Ei, G i) of all 
sets S1, . _ ‘5 - , ’ “. 
f. Because of the previous remark every SEj, i E I, ezntains exactly one 
one-element set, and this is the least element of foci, si)_ Again we construct a 
regressing m.apping f :‘$(M) + q(M). If T E’@(M) and! ITI d 1, we put f(T) = $3; if 
1q r 1, then there exists an immediate predecessor II/ of T in the tree (5&, s i ) to 
whic4 T longs, and we put f(T) = U. Because of the corollary to Theorem 3 it 
follrsws t there is a chain S,,c . * * c S,,+* which is regressive or constant. Of 
course the sets S1, . . . , S,,+I cannot be void. So in the first case statement (1) is 
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valid. In the second case statement (2) holds. .For then the common value 
n + 1) carmot be $4 because in that case each set S,, v = 
, . . . , n + 1, had to be a oae-element set which is impossible. 
Con&r&g remark. Our proof of Theorem 3 is non-constructive. The same holds 
for Rado’s proof of (II) and (III) and Leeb’s proof of (IV). In the meantime I 
found a constructive proof for Theorem 3 and thus also for (II), (III) and (IV). 
This solves Rado’s problem [8, p. 1061; see also [9, p. 261, problem (@)I. 
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